Summary for the testing of the solutions with DXC, European Dynamics & BDO
Introduction
The following is the external summary from the testing of the Customs solution with DXC, European
Dynamics and BDO.
The dialogue with the market were conducted in order for Implementation Center for Danish Customs
(ICT), under the Danish Ministry of Tax, to obtain further knowledge regarding available solutions on the
market. Focus for the dialogue were to test solutions based on standard functionality which can fulfill part
of the Danish customs agency’s needs.
The dialogue with the market is not intended to pre-select or pre-exclude market operators in future
tenders and thus will not qualify or exclude any market operators from future tenders. Focus for the
dialogue has been to discuss products on the market and the functionality of these.
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Market operator

DXC, European Dynamics, BDO

Date for meeting

10-11-2017

Welcome and
presentation of the
market operator’s
participants

The market operator welcomed Implementation Center for Customs on behalf
of DXC, European Dynamics and BDO and presented the participants from the
market operator.
Afterwards their current participation in ongoing customs projects and the
Danish tax organization were briefly explained.

Formal framework for
trying of the solutions

Session 0:
The market operators
experience and
suggestions on slicing
and sizing their solution
Session 1:
Testing of the process –
practical test of
predetermined process

Implementation Center for Customs presented the agenda for the day and the
guidelines for how ICT wished to conduct the meeting. Furthermore, the legal
framework for the test-day was presented. ICT informed the market operator
that an external summary would be available at the Ministry’s webpage after the
range of meetings were conducted to secure fair and equal treatment of
potential market operators
The market operator explained their experience with similar projects, from
ongoing and closed projects. Additionally, their customs experience was
explained.
The market operator furthermore described their take on how to best slice and
size their solution based on their previous experiences with their product.
First the market operator gave a short introduction to what would be included in
the demonstration and explained the technology their solution is based on.
Then the market operator displayed and explained how a working declaration
management process would look and function in their solution based on the
scenario provided by ICT as a prerequisite for the meeting. Focus were both on
explaining how the process functioned in their system and how data flowed.
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As a part of the demonstration the market operator also explained how they
ensure compliance with current legislation in their system.

Session 2:
Assessment of the
solution/ architecture

Session 3:
Assessment of the
delivery

Further process

In the second session focus were on the market operators display and
explanation of their technical solution/architecture. The market operator
explained their conceptual application model and how they have approached
the setup of functionalities. Additionally, their software package and
recommended certain technologies based on their experience.
After the introduction to the software package, the hardware setup was
presented, and the market operator explained their recommendation on server
environment and hardware and which standards and development tools they
would use.
Following this it was presented how they would work with data, and showed a
number of dashboards and explained their functionality.
The market operators started the session with explaining their experiences in
replacing old systems and transitioning to new.
Furthermore, the market operator explained their expectations to ICT as an
organization.
Lastly the further process was explained by ICT. ICT referred to the overall
timeline published on the Ministry of Taxations webpage and explained that
there is expected to be a meeting in the beginning of 2018 where more
information about the expected tender material and tender process will be
explained.
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